Supercross 2013: Monster Energy AMA Supercross Tickets Available at Doremitickets

The 2013 Monster Energy AMA Supercross, an FIM World Championship, kicks off Saturday January 5th at Angel Stadium in Anaheim. The supercross schedule covers Phoenix, Oakland, Dallas & Atlanta during the first two month of the competition.

Las Vegas, FL (PRWEB) January 02, 2013 -- Monster Energy AMA Supercross will cover 11 races, including the first and third stops from Angel Stadium in Anaheim, California, Chase Field (Phoenix), Qualcomm Stadium (San Diego), Cowboys Stadium (Arlington, Texas), the Georgia Dome (Atlanta), Lucas Oil Stadium (Indianapolis), Rogers Centre (Toronto), Reliant Stadium (Houston), Rice-Eccles Stadium (Salt Lake City) and Sam Boyd Stadium (Las Vegas).

Ama Supercross Tickets: http://doremitickets.com/Sports-Tickets/Racing/AMA-Supercross-Tickets

The Monster Energy Supercross will receive nine hours of next-day coverage on CBS, comprised of five 450SX class races, including the second stop from Angel Stadium, Oakland County Coliseum (Oakland, California), Edward Jones Dome (St. Louis), the Metrodome (Minneapolis), and CenturyLink Field (Seattle), as well as four one-hour season specials. The season specials include a preview show, a midseason show, a year-end show and a special one-hour show on two-time defending series champion Ryan Villopoto.

Doremitickets.com #1 Source for Ama Supercross Tickets, Secure Website, Money Back Guarantee. Doremitickets.com is a retail website founded in 2009. Since launching in 2009, our website has helped connect thousands of live entertainment fans to the vast network of ticket brokers that list tickets on the doremitickets® Online Exchange. These professional ticket brokers offer more than 7.5 Million event tickets on our exchange every day.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.